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AURAL: Identify rhythm of  known songs 

*T write names of  song options on whiteboard*

Sing through or play the games to songs

T claps rhythm of  one of  the opening lines 

Ss identify "mystery song"

Preparing Rhythm



PHYSICAL: “Catch the words”

Sing and/or play game to one known song

T say: “Let’s sing that song again and this time we’ll
  catch the words to it.”

T demonstrate clapping with hands in front of
  mouth on every syllable 

Ss sing with T and “catch words”

Preparing Rhythm



VISUAL: Point to rhythm icons

*Print of  beat vs rhythm printables*

Ss sing known song while pointing to hearts (steady
  beat)

Ss sing agin pointing to rhythm icons 

Preparing Rhythm



Presenting Rhythm

T claps rhythm to known song

T asks Ss “Did I clap the beat or how the words go?”

Ss sing song while clapping “how the words go”

Ss sing song again while patting the beat

T say: “Some beats have more sounds than others. 
 We’ve been saying that the sounds on the beat are
 how the words go, but musicians have another name
 for it. It’s called the rhythm of  the words.”

T say: “Let’s sing again while we clap the rhythm.”



Practicing Rhythm

AURAL: Discriminate between rhythm and 
beat
Ss sing known song

T plays opening rhythm on woodblock or 
 glockenspiel 

T asks Ss if  they heard the rhythm or steady beat

*Assess with show of  hands, moving to dif ferent sides of  the 
 room, or worksheet response*



PHYSICAL: Perform rhythm and steady 
beat on cue

Ss pat steady beat while singing known song

T ask Ss to sing again while clapping the rhythm

Ss divide into two groups.

Sing song again  while group 1 claps rhythm and
  group 2 pats beat

Ss switch between rhythm and beat on T cue

Practicing Rhythm



VISUAL: Notate rhythmic phrase 

*Print of f  hearts and rhythm icons*

Ss divide into partners

Ss clap rhythm to opening phrase of  known song

T ask Ss how many sounds they heard on each 
 heartbeat.

Ss place icons above hearts to notate rhythm

Practicing Rhythm






